Introduction
Art does work for kids!
• Art nurtures creativity and abstract thought
• Art gives children a unique way to express themselves
• Art helps children relate to culture
• Art is fun

Artwork for Kids contains 66 projects that introduce children to a variety of art media and techniques
– painting, weaving, clay, printing, using recyclable materials and using materials from nature.
Beautiful full-colour samples show children’s own work. Clear step-by-step illustrated directions
guarantee successful experiences.

Using Artworks for Kids
The projects in this book were developed to introduce children to a variety of art media and techniques. We
recommend that you do each project yourself ahead of time to better anticipate any special assistance that may be
needed.
Follow-up will enrich the art experience. After a project is completed, discuss the artwork. Allow children to critique
their own works by finding something they like and something they don’t like about the finished product.
Each of the 66 projects follow the same two-page layout.

illustrated step-by-step
instructions

a list of materials needed

art terms related to
that particular project

Crazy Critters
Learn to use familiar shapes and watercolor paints to create an abstract animal.

Steps to Follow
and list different shapes. Ask children
1 Brainstorm
to name animals. Discuss the shapes that might

Vocabulary
abstract
painting

be used to create them. A horse, for example,
might be made from an oval body and head,
rectangular neck and legs, and triangular hooves
and ears. Draw some examples on the chalkboard.

priming
watercolor paint

a full-colour
illustration of
a completed
project

Materials

Have each child choose an animal and
2 experiment
with several designs on a sheet

• watercolor set with brush

of scrap paper. Encourage children to use many
different shapes.

• white art paper
23 x 30.5 cm
30.5 x 46 cm

the outline of the animal with black crayon on
3 Draw
the art paper.

• cup for water
• paper towels
• black crayon

step 3

Project Notes

them to rinse the brush in water after each color
change.

• This easy project helps children learn
to work with watercolours.

Let’s Talk About It
What is abstract painting?
How is watercolor different from tempera paint?
What are the different shapes we can use to create
interesting animals?

4

special technique
tips and how-to’s

How to prime a watercolor set
Before using the watercolours, put a few drops
of water on each color to soften the paints.
The water will loosen the pigment and give
richer color.

It is also important to teach children
how to get the paint set ready to use
by priming it to soften the pigment.
(See page 5.)
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5 Set the painting aside to dry.

Watercolor is different from tempera
paint because it is colored water
instead of opaque paint. Children
who have used tempera paint know
they can easily correct a mistake by
simply letting the paint dry and
painting over it. This is not so with
watercolor.

discussion questions that you can use to further
an appreciation of art techniques and
understanding of each project

4

the animal with the primed watercolours.
4 Paint
Children may use many different colours. Instruct

step 4
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5

additional information that will help ensure a
successful experience
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